Network congestion is a major problem in all network environments as such it calls for ways to manage this problem. In this paper, we propose a Fuzzy Regulator Effective Random Early Detection (FRERED) system, which is an intelligent fuzzy logic based controller technique for early stage congestion detection, at the router buffer in the networks. The proposed technique extends the Fuzzy-Based system in the Fuzzy Hybrid ERED algorithm by considering the delay variable in its inference system to ease the problem of parameter initialization and parameter dependency. Unlike the Fuzzy-Based controller in the existing Fuzzy Hybrid ERED system which uses two parameter settings in its inference system that is, the queue size and average queue length in computing the dropping probability of packets. The proposed technique uses the queue size, average queue length and the delay approximation as input variables in computing the packet drop probability. The applied fuzzy logic system yields an output that denotes a packet dropping probability, which in turn controls and prevents congestion in early stage. This was achieved after simulating the proposed technique and the existing Fuzzy-Based controller using Matlab. The results obtained shows that this approach results in less packet drops for about the same link utilization as the existing FuzzyBased controller. Therefore, this technique, generally, controls network congestion and improves network performance. The methodology used to achieve this is the object oriented methodology and JAVA programming language was used to develop the system.
INTRODUCTION
In today's computer network, congestion control management is a vital concern. Congestion causes dilapidation of network performance. Congestion often occurs when the numbers of packets sent are above the network capacity and the available resources are not enough to handle such traffic. This situation leads to packet drop causing important information to be delayed and at times lost. It also lead to waste of resources as well. To evade these issues, a network congestion control algorithm must be employed.
Nowadays information is being transmitted and exchanged over the Internet for various purposes as the internet technology is rapidly evolved day after day. The huge data transmitted over the network are connected using routers or links.
A router receives data packets from source(s) and directs them into their destination. The data being transmitted are lodged temporarily in the buffer of the router before being processed and transmitted to their destinations. The router buffer has a fixed capacity that allows limited numbers of packets to be accommodated [1] . A low packet departure rates compared to high packet arrival cause the packets to heap up in the queue and subsequently cause what is so called congestion.
Congestion in router buffer comes with the increment in packets queued. With an increase in the number of stacked packets, the packets will be subject to notable delay. If the packet size get to the maximum capacity of the router buffer, the buffer will be overflowed causing all arriving packets to be lost. Delay and Packet loss are major problems of network and their control and reduction are objectives for various management techniques. Consequently, a congestion control management mechanism is operated in the router to control the occurrence of congestion [2] .
Active Queue Management is a renowned group of techniques used in controlling congestion in the router buffer. AQM algorithms detect and control congestion early and drops packets early in order to lessen packet loss and delay. AQM methods rely on constantly computing dropping probability (D P ) for the incoming packets to prevent congestion.
This study however proposes a fuzzy algorithm that can predict congestion early to ease congestion hitches and improve network performance. The method proposed in this work employed four linguistic variables with inputs such as the buffer queue size (Q S ), average queue length (A QL ), and delay approximate (D app ), while having the dropping probability (D P ) as the output parameter for the fuzzy system.
REVIEW OF RELATED WORK
Congestion can be referred to as being overcrowded with network traffic which results in the decrease in the network quality of service (Q O S). The QoS refers to the network capability in achieving the required optimum service. Also, congestion can occur due to the unfair use of network resources [3] . Although many researchers have made efforts over the years in finding solutions to control network congestion, yet there is currently no agreed definition.
The earliest method for congestion control is a drop tail (DT) or tail drop as commonly called. In DT algorithm, when the buffer queue admits packets that get to its predefined threshold, all incoming packets are dropped consequently. Under normal traffic and sudden congestion, DT does not 24 maintain good network service and drops packets accordingly causing unnecessary dropping and high amount of packet loss in normal traffic. Generally, DT deals with congestion at router buffers in later stage, which is one of the shortcomings of DT.
Active Queue Management (AQM) algorithms was planned to handle the shortfalls of DT. AQM algorithms maximize network Q O S. It identifies congestion at early stage and drop packets early to limit delay and packet loss. Random early detection (RED) [4] is an AQM method which controls the network congestion by dropping packets before congestion occurs, causing the network to drop its transmission rate. RED controls the packets based on the average queue length (avg). When the avg is below some minimum threshold, packets are queued up. When the avg is above some maximum threshold, packets are discarded. When the avg is between the thresholds, further calculation is done to calculate the probability that a packet will be dropped, and further thresholding is applied to either drop or mark the packet. Other AQM methods include Gentle RED (GRED) [5] , Dynamic GRED (DGRED) [6] and Effective RED (ERED) [7] .
AQM methods were also designed to employ fuzzy logic. Fuzzy Logic is a logical system which was introduced by Zadeh and initially applied by Mamdani to design control systems [8] . Fuzzy Logic Controllers are seen as an alternative to design feedback controllers to solve congestion issues. Computer Networks are known to cover a wide distributed area, and are highly non-linear and time varying. Thus, modelling of such networks is very complex. Fuzzy Logic Controllers do not need formal models of control systems. The control algorithm is a set of rules [9] . Fuzzy Logic Control can handle the inherent non-linarites and incorporate expert knowledge into system [10] .
Chrysostomou et al. [11] presented the effects of using fuzzy logic technique in the operation of RED-Fuzzy-RED. They believe that with fuzzy logic we are able to implement and better understand nonlinear systems, achieve better differentiation for dropping of packets in aggregated flows and provide better Q O S for various type of traffics. Fuzzy AQM was proposed by Mohammad Hussein Yaghmaee [12] to calculate dropping probability of packets according to preconfigured fuzzy logic using the immediate queue length and amount of packets dropped in a period of time as input variables. An effective congestion algorithm was also formulated [13] that uses fuzzy logic to compute packet loss using the queue length and the ratio of the buffer usage.
Baklizi et al. [14] proposed a technique which uses the avg and the delay as fuzzy input variables. The fuzzy logic system proposed gives a packet dropping probability as output used in the early regulation of congestion. Jeong et al. [15] propose Cooperative Random Early Detection (CoopRED) to avoid inefficiency in core routers when incoming traffic generates congestion. Furthermore, Khatari and Samara [16] developed a Hybrid ERED algorithm which added the delay parameter to the ERED system to calculate packet dropping probability. They further integrated a Fuzzy inference system to the Hybrid ERED algorithm as solution to parameter initialization problem and intelligent decision of packet drops.
This study however improves on the Fuzzy inference System by considering the approximated delay as a necessary input variable used in the logical calculation of dropping probability of packets.
ANALYSIS OF THE EXISTING SYSTEM
The Effective Red (ERED) is an AQM method, designed to solve the shortfalls of q-based and avg-based methods. ERED uses queue size (Q S ) and average queue length (A QL ) as congestion indicators.
However, the existing system Fuzzy Hybrid ERED, extends ERED method by considering the issue of delay in the router buffer. The delay is derived from the calculation of packets arrival and departure rates. 
Limitations of the Existing System
AQM methods for congestion control at the router buffer have been developed for the same purpose that is achieving the best QoS; however each method uses different process with various considerations. The existing system, in its fuzzy parameterization uses two congestion indicators in the fuzzy inference system which are the queue length (q) and the average queue length (avg) to regulate the dropping probability of packets, without considering the delay parameter which is the waiting time of packets in the router buffer queue before being transmitted.
PROPOSED FRERED METHOD
We propose FRERED method to improve on the QOS of the existing system for efficient quality of service and excellent management of internet congestion problems. It provides intelligent solution to tackle the variations and nonlinearity of network traffic control system. The proposed FRERED system upgrades the fuzzy inference system (FIS) in the fuzzy based congestion controller of the existing Fuzzy Hybrid ERED algorithm by considering the delay approximate (D APP ) as one of the congestion indicators. The FRERED system thereby uses the queue size (Q S ), average queue length (A QL ) and delay approximate (D APP ) to determine the amount of dropping probability (D P ) to improve congestion control performance. The proposed congestion control system consists of three sub-systems as represented in Figure 2 . 
Description of the Proposed System
The FRERED system packets are sent from source and passes through the router. The router's buffer is set to use the Hybrid ERED algorithm and the FRERED Congestion Controller in computing the dropping probability of sent packets by using the Q S , A QL and D APP parameters. Using Q S instead of the A QL in an algorithm makes the algorithm respond to the current rather than the long-term position of the buffer. However, internet network traffic is bursty by nature, and buffers are filled up quickly and become empty again. Therefore, if the buffer is often empty and the A QL is small, then there is no congestion in the network and the hosts are not notified to reduce their sending rates. Accordingly, solving the A QL problem by using Q S produces new problems. Thus the ERED algorithm was proposed which uses both Q S and A QL to predict the congestion at the router buffer. .75 x max, packets are further dropped with higher probability. In the existing Hybrid ERED system the delay parameter is calculated by considering the rate of arrival and departure of packets in the router buffer.
The FRERED congestion controller proposed in this work, exclude using the thresholds of the Hybrid ERED, while intelligently calculates the dropping probability of packets using FIS with three input linguistic variables Q S , A QL and D APP . The D P rate as determined by the FIS is forwarded to the router to either reduce or increase the packet flow in the network.
Design of the Proposed System
The proposed method focuses on the improvement of the fuzzy based controller which ignored the delayed parameter in its inference system to calculate the dropping probability of packets in the router's buffer. However, the thresholds and parameter values of the Hybrid ERED of the existing system are not to be used in this work.
The System Design of the FRERED system shows the connectivity of the system processes. The system design components include the Source host generating the packets, an available Router Buffer, Q S , A QL and D APP parameters, the FIS controller, and the FIS itself. The Q S , A QL and D APP estimations are used to determine the D P Rate. Although other optimization tools may have also worked, fuzzy logic was chosen due to the fuzzy nature of the inputs, the ability to link the logical expressions of the problem to the system and the rather large number of variables used for optimization.
The Source host, upon beginning or continuing a network flow, calls the FIS controller with a specified packet transmission rate. The FIS controller then gathers the necessary input variables in determining the D P Rate. The controller then passes that information as input into the FIS and receives the D P Rate in response. The FIS then returns that D P Rate to the Source host so that the application can then make the necessary adjustments. 
FRERED Fuzzification
The proposed method relies on three input linguistic variables which are Q S , A QL and D APP . The output is D P value. As a FISbased, the proposed method will be implemented in sequential process which are, initialization, fuzzification, rules evaluation, aggregation and defuzzification.
Initialization
The fuzzy sets are determined for Q S , A QL , D APP , and D P . The membership function are derived for the input and output variables using the triangular-shaped membership due to its simplicity.
Fuzzification
The Fuzzification step converts the crisp input variables Q S , A QL and D APP into corresponding linguist expressions in the fuzzy sets. Based on the universe of discourse, the fuzzy sets range for the input variables can be calculated. Several linguistic terms with different probability values can be obtained from one input crisp value.
Rule Evaluation
Rules Evaluation determines the rules used in extracting the linguistic expressions of the output variables from the input variables linguistic expressions. The fuzzy rules for the FRERED is represented in Table 1 . 
Aggregation
This is the phase in which the fuzzy sets of the outputs of each rule are combined together to form a single fuzzy set.
Defuzzification
The fifth and final step of the FIP process is defuzzification, wherein the output linguistic variable values are produced based on the fuzzy set. Center of gravity (COG) method is employed for defuzzification. COG locates the center point among all the output linguistic terms.
Input/Output Specification
This comprises the input and output specification described in the following subsection. Design specification for the system consists of input and output specifications as presented in Table 2 . 
FIS Controller

Responsible for sanity checks, gathering the Network Information and calling Fuzzy
Inference System to compute Dropping probability (DP).
Fuzzy Inference System
Responsible for determining Dropping probability (DP).
FIS Controller sends requested Network
Information Modules. This work develops a pattern and rules that uses the Queue Size (Q S) , Average Queue Length (A QL ) and Delay Approximation (D APP ) in deriving the Dropping Probability value of the Fuzzy based system in the existing network congestion system. As a FIS-based, the proposed method is implemented sequentially by using the fuzzy processes. The user inputs the parameters for the queue size, average queue length and delay approximation then clicks on submit button. The system predicts the network dropping probability, and displays the appropriate intelligent output for the effective control and prevention of congestion. 
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Experimental Setup
Range of Values for Input Parameters
SIMULATION
This section presents the performance evaluation of the proposed and existing systems.
FRERED was evaluated and compared with the Fuzzy-Based system in the existing Fuzzy Hybrid ERED algorithm in four different scenarios to checkmate packet dropping and delay. Table 4 and 5 shows the packet dropping ratios of FRERED and the Existing Fuzzy-Based system respectively. 
Discussion of Results
The proposed system improves the performance of packets that flows through the router buffer by implementing fuzzy logic model using three linguistic inputs namely Queue Size (Q S ), Average Queue Length (A QL ) and Delay Approximation (D APP ) in deriving the dropping probability (D p ). It was simulated using various parameters of Queue Size (Q S ), Average Queue Length (A QL ) and Delay Approximation (D APP ) for the FRERED system and various parameters of Queue Size (Q S ) and Average Queue Length (A QL ) for the Existing Fuzzy-Based system.
As represented in Table 4 and 5, when the parameters of the queue size (Q S ) and average queue length (A QL ) were 0.4 and 0.2 respectively, and delay approximate of the FRERED was 0.1, the dropping probability value of the Existing FuzzyBased system is 0.0124 and the dropping probability value of the FRERED is 0.0119, also when the parameter of the queue size and average queue length were 0.6 and 0.3 respectively and delay approximate of 0.2 for the FRERED, the simulation outputs have dropping probability value of 0.0171 for the Existing Fuzzy-Based system and dropping probability value of 0.0167 for the FRERED system. These results portrays that the FRERED system has lesser packet dropping probability rate than the existing Fuzzy-Based system.
From the results of the simulations it clarifies that the delay parameter has an influence in the dropping probability of packets in the router buffer. The FRERED system which considers the delay measures exhibits lesser packet dropping rate and more linearity than the Existing Fuzzy-Based system. Thus the proposed FRERED enhance the performance of the efficient quality of service and excellent management of internet congestion problems. It provides intelligent solution to tackle the variations and nonlinearity of network congestion control system.
CONCLUSION
In this work, an improved network congestion control using Fuzzy Regulated Effective Random Early Detection (FRERED) system was developed. The delay measure used in FRERED in calculating dropping probability was not present in the Fuzzy-based system of the existing Fuzzy Hybrid ERED algorithm. Thus, from the results obtained after simulation, FRERED algorithm displayed fewer and more linear packet drop rates than the existing fuzzy based system. It also provided an efficient quality of service and a good control of internet congestion problems.
Future Work
Fuzzy logic applications are projected to perform major roles in today's growing rate of geographically distributed network systems. The use of Hybrid systems should be designed and implemented in optimizing global network goals.
